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Zazzle Content Modules Reference 

Version 1.0 beta 

As you edit the HTML code in your gallery, you will see references to proprietary Zazzle modules which 
constitute parts of your gallery.  Zazzle content modules are major functional pieces of your Zazzle 
gallery.  You’re already familiar with features such as the Comment Wall or Fan Club.  Some of the 
smaller pieces of your gallery are also considered modules, like the title displayed by default on each 
page of your gallery or the “About” link.  You can configure these modules on the Content Definition 
page interface and in your gallery code, in the Advanced tab.  For example: 
  
<z:module name="commentwall" visible="true" /> 

 
This line uses the Zazzle Markup Language (ZML) element z:module to make the Comment Wall visible 
to your customers.  This document lists all of the available modules, maps the names of the modules in 
HTML to their names in your gallery, and provides a description to help you find the module in your 
gallery.   
 
You can make each of these modules invisible or remove one or more from your gallery code entirely.  
Because these modules provide important features in your gallery, be careful about removing them or 
making them invisible.  
 
For more information about z:module and the ZML, see the beta ZML Reference.  For more information 
on coding in your gallery, see the beta Zazzle Advanced Gallery Customization Guide. 
 
 

HTML Module Name Name on Gallery Page Function Description 

about About Your profile information. 
commentwall Comment Wall Consists of three tabs of comments, On Gallery Wall, 

On Products, and Made By [you]. 
fanclubs Favorite Galleries link The list of gallery fan clubs you have joined.  
favorites Favorites link The list of products from other galleries you have 

added as favorite products.  
featuredcategories Featured Product Lines 

link section 
Navigation category for links to your product lines.  

featuredproducts Product grid A shortcut to the “homeproducts” product grid that 
forces “featured” products to be displayed. 

gallerystatistics Gallery stats Number of views your gallery has received today and 
total views of all time.   

homecontent Title and description The title and description text for your gallery.  
homeproducts Grid of 12 product 

views 
Displays on your home page either featured 
products, 12 most recent products, or the 12 most 
popular products in your gallery.  You can choose the 
product set to display on the Settings tab of your 
gallery’s Content page. 

http://www.zazzle.com/assets/graphics/z2/mk/sell/tools/ZMLZazzleMarkupLanguageReference_1.0beta.pdf
http://www.zazzle.com/assets/graphics/z2/mk/sell/tools/ZazzleAdvancedGalleryCustomizationGuide_1.0beta.pdf
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infonavigation The top of the 
navigation column. 

Contains standard components such as the name of 
the gallery. 

myfanclub The Fan Club link List of members who have joined your gallery’s fan 
club.  

pagetitle The generic page title 
component 

Used as the title on pages which don’t have titles 
specified using homecontent for the home page or 
productlineinfo for the product page. 

popularproducts Product grid A shortcut to the “homeproducts” product grid that 
forces the 12 most popular products to be displayed. 

productlineinfo Displayed from Product 
link. 

Title and description text for a product line. 

productlines Product Lines, in 
Navigation column 

Links to product lines.  

productsearch Search component Search input module in Navigation column. 
productsgrid Product grid The grid of products displayed as the result of a 

search of product line link.  
producttypes Product Types area in 

the Navigation column. 
Contains links to gallery items by product type, e.g., 
T-Shirts, Mugs, Mousepads.  

promote Promote This Gallery in 
the Navigation column. 

Link to “Help promote my gallery!” page. 

recentproducts Product grid A shortcut to the “homeproducts” product grid that 
forces the 12 most recent products to be displayed. 

tags Tags, in Navigation 
column.  

Navigation column area for navigation links for all 
tags present in this gallery.  

toppicks [gallery name] Top 
Picks… 

Displays a slideshow of three top products. 
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